COLLEGE of INFORMATION STUDIES

Independent Study (LBSC 709, INFM719, INST709), Thesis (LBSC 799, INFM 799, INST 799) and Doctoral Courses (INST 809,810,898,899) Instructor’s Approval Form

Each faculty member has been assigned an individual section number for this course. This number must be used to register during regular (fall/spring) semesters. Check the bottom of this page for the section numbers. Please see student services for winter/summer sections.

Name: ______________________________________________________________

Semester: __________________________________________________________

The student indicated above has permission to register for _________, section _______

Instructor’s Signature: ___________________________ Date: __________

This form must be returned to the Student Services Office.

Faculty Section Numbers:

0101 Jennifer Preece                                          2401 Jessica Vitak
0201 Jimmy Lin                                                2501 Taverekere Srikantaiah
0301 Brian Butler                                             2701 Mega Subramaniam
0401 Michael Kurtz                                          2801 Diane Barlow
0501 Allison Druin                                           2901 Susan Winter
0601 Vedat Diker                                              3101 Mary Choquette
0701 Jordan Boyd Graber
0801 Doug Oard
0901 Ricardo Punzalan
1001 Ann Weeks
1101 Paul Jaeger
1201 June Ahn
1301 Jennifer Golbeck
1401 Kari Kraus
1501 Beth St. Jean
1601 Marshini Chetty
1701 John Bertot
1801 Ping Wang
1901 Sheri Massey
2001 Katy Lawley
2101 Katie Shilton
2201 Leah Findlater